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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Government of Guam Use Tax on Air Cargo
OPA Report No. 20-01, January 2020
Our audit of the Government of Guam’s (GovGuam) Use Tax data and processes from October 1,
2016 through December 31, 2018 found significant flaws and deficiencies in its processes, which
were due to the inadequate oversight, monitoring, and coordination among its key players—
Customs and Quarantine Agency (CQA), Department of Revenue and Taxation (DRT), and
Department of Administration (DOA). In Calendar Year (CY) 2018, CQA’s Air Cargo Operations
received incoming cargoes worth $1.6 billion (B). Without considering all exemptible cargoes, the
4% Use Tax rate, if collected upfront, could provide GovGuam approximately $65.5 million (M)
of Use Tax revenues. However, based on existing laws and CQA’s professional judgement,
GovGuam only collected $136 thousand (K) (or 0.2%) from air cargo in CY 2018.
Manual Recording and Assessment of Incoming Air Cargoes Prone to Errors
In CY 2018, CQA’s Air Cargo Operations received and manually processed $1.6 billion (B) worth
of incoming cargoes. Our audit sample found errors, such as: (1) incoming cargoes not found in
the E-Log records, (2) Master Airway Bill (MAWB) numbers off by one number, (3) assessment
of cargoes 10 days after arrival, and (4) air cargo information inputted into the E-Log after its
assessment. Without an effective system in place (preferably an electronic system) to collect, track,
and record quantities and values of incoming air cargoes, CQA is exposed to risks of unaccounted,
unrecorded, and unassessed incoming cargoes.
DRT Backlog in Processing Use Tax Forms Due to Non-Prioritization
As of February 2019, DRT received 16,777 Use Tax Forms from CQA for Use Taxes assessed,
but not paid from Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 to FY 2018, of which 13,588 (or 81%) were not processed.
The processing backlog was due to the lack of staff needed to process Use Taxes as DRT prioritizes
processing and collecting other taxes such as Business Privilege Tax and Tobacco Tax.
Consequently, DRT could not determine the Use Tax amount due from taxpayers and thus, cannot
effectively pursue collection. If conditions persist, DRT risks its authority and ability to collect
unpaid taxes due to the limiting provisions on the statute of limitations.
True Value of Use Taxes Assessed, Collected, and Receivables Unknown
Inability to Interface CQA and DRT’s Systems Resulted in Unrecorded Receivables
DOA’s AS400 reflected a Use Tax receivable of $435K in FY 2018, a $91K decrease from $526K
in FY 2017. The decrease from FY 2017 through FY 2018 may appear that collections have
improved, however, Use Tax receivables were not booked by DOA or DRT since FY 2016. In
comparison with CQA’s Use Tax charge of $1.6M, there is an undetermined amount of Use Taxes
owed (receivable) due to DRT’s backlog in processing of Use Tax Forms and the lack of interface
of Use Tax data in DRT’s AS400 System and CQA’s Transaction Processing System (TPS). As
of this report date, DRT and DOA have not established the true amount of Use Tax Receivable
that should be recorded and consolidated in the GovGuam Financial Statements.
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Use Tax Assessment Forms Not Pre-Numbered
CQA Use Tax Assessment Forms are not pre-numbered and thus could not be controlled and
accounted for. Pre-numbered forms help to ensure that transactions are recorded and accounted
for. As a result, the true amount of Use Tax revenues and receivables cannot be determined.
Discrepancies in Use Tax Assessment Data per CQA versus DRT
For FY 2017, CQA reported total Use Tax assessments of $1.8M while DRT’s record showed total
assessments of $1.4M, or a difference of $417K. The discrepancy could be due to 5,608
unprocessed Use Tax Charge Forms as of February 2019.
Lack of Communication of Use Tax Payments
The CQA Administrative Clerk III accepted Use Tax payments up to 68 days, which is
significantly beyond the seven-day grace period after assessment. Payments were accepted without
validating against the original copies of the Use Tax Charge Form, issuing an official receipt, and
communicating with DRT. Due to the lack of communication with DRT, Use Taxes owed could
be overstated as TPS-recorded payments are not interfaced with DRT.
No Record of Use Tax Exemptions and Post-Supervisory Reviews
Although CQA has records of the incoming air cargoes, it has insufficient records to document
how much of the daily total incoming cargoes were exempt from Use Tax. For August 2018,
CQA’s Use Tax Charge records showed 206 MAWBs with Use Tax assessments of $75K for
goods valued at $1.9M. Only $2.1M of the $197.9M of incoming goods (or 1%) was assessed Use
Taxes, resulting in about $195.8M (or 99%) of cargoes exempt or not assessed for Use Tax.
Although these cargoes could be exempt or non-exempt based on guidelines, this could not be
determined due to insufficient records.
Manual to No-Tracking of Personal Exemptions
Since Use Tax assessments are dependent upon each CQA officer’s professional judgment,
personal exemptions could be manually tracked or not at all. CQA’s Standard Operating Procedure
does not outline a process on how to track or monitor the $1,000 per month or $5,000 per year of
personal exemptions granted, nor does it define a threshold that should be considered in assessing
Use Taxes. Without an electronic tracking system in place, the excess over exemptible amounts
per taxpayer is difficult to determine.
CQA is currently in the process of procuring a Customs Management Information System (CMIS)
that has various capabilities, including: receiving all AWBs and manifests electronically,
automated assessments of Use Tax, tracking of exemptions, and more. CQA Management needs
to aggressively pursue the acquisition of a CMIS (with appropriate funding) to minimize, if not
eliminate, manual processes that may waste resources due to inefficient processes and solve all
other relevant issues which deprive GovGuam of its true Use Tax revenue.
Lack of Independent Verification of Collections by DOA
For FY 2017, DOA reported total TPS collections of $129K in contrast to CQA’s recorded $130K,
or a difference of about $1K. Our testing found three reported payments totaling $8K without
supporting documents, which further raises concerns on the completeness of remittances to the
Treasurer of Guam (TOG). CQA Management should consider further investigating these matters
as it increases the risk for potential fraud. We also learned that the total Use Tax collections
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received by TOG per Depositor’s Form were not verified against the total per TPS. Without an
independent verification by DOA, there is a high probability of short or delayed deposits of Use
Tax collections.
Conclusion and Recommendations
We commend CQA for its diligence in performing its primary task of inspecting incoming cargoes
and assessing Use Taxes daily on the front end. However, GovGuam’s Use Tax data and processes
need significant improvements, especially in the automation of incoming air cargoes; recording of
assessment, exemption, and collection; and the interface of Use Tax data. With the current manual
processes, the voluminous and substantial value of incoming domestic and foreign goods could
increase the risk of revenue leakage in Use Tax and other taxes resulting from escaped or incorrect
assessments. Therefore, GovGuam needs to move towards the automation of these Use Tax
processes and establish an efficient accounting infrastructure that could interface Use Tax data and
information in CQA and DRT’s systems. We recommend the following:


DRT Management:
(1) Provide sufficient resources to prioritize processing of Use Tax Forms and reduce
backlog.
(2) Meet with CQA on issues regarding taxpayer’s information on Use Tax Assessment
Forms.
(3) Provide updated training to CQA personnel.



CQA Management:
(4) Maintain a record of exemptions and supervisory reviews.
(5) Update SOP to define threshold in assessing cargoes subject to personal exemption.
(6) Aggressively pursue the acquisition of a CMIS.
(7) Strengthen internal controls on Use Tax payments, collections, and deposits to
prevent potential fraud.
(8) Separate Use Tax collections from other fees in the Depositor’s Form for
accountability.



TOG:
(9) Verify Use Tax collections against TPS records.



DRT, DOA, and CQA:
(10) DRT coordinate with DOA to establish and book the Use Tax Receivable for
consolidation in the GovGuam Financial Statements.
(11) Consult with the Office of Technology on the interface of CQA and DRT’s systems.
(12) Incorporate a control numbering sequence on the Use Tax Assessed Forms.

Benjamin J.F. Cruz
Public Auditor
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Glossary of Acronyms
AG
AS400
BPT
CMIS
CQA
DOA
DRT
Form UST
GCA
GovGuam
GRT
HAWB
HOT
MAWB
SOP
TOG
TPS

Attorney General
Financial Management System
Business Privilege Tax
Customs and Management Information System
Customs and Quarantine Agency
Department of Administration
Department of Revenue and Taxation
Use Tax (Assessment) Forms
Guam Code Annotated
Government of Guam
Gross Receipts Tax
House Airway Bill
Hotel Occupancy Tax
Master Airway Bill
Standard Operating Procedures
Treasurer of Guam
Transaction Processing System
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Introduction
This report presents the results of our audit of the Government of Guam (GovGuam) Use Tax on
Air Cargo. The Office of Public Accountability (OPA) initiated this audit as part of its 2019 annual
audit plan. The scope was from October 1, 2016 through December 31, 2018.
The audit objectives were to determine whether:
(1) Incoming air cargoes were properly recorded, accounted for, and assessed by Customs and
Quarantine Agency (CQA) and Department of Revenue and Taxation (DRT);
(2) Use Tax exemptions were granted in compliance with applicable laws and regulations; and
(3) Use Tax collections and deposits were properly accounted for, recorded, and deposited in
a timely manner.
The scope, methodology, and prior audit coverage are detailed in Appendices 1 and 2.

Background
Use Tax is a sales tax on purchases made outside one’s state of residence for taxable items that
will be used, stored, or consumed in one’s state of residence and on which no tax was collected in
the state of purchase. The Use Tax applies when a resident of the assessing state purchases an item
that is not subject to their home state’s sales tax. The assessment, collection, data processing, and
record keeping of GovGuam Use Tax is handled by three government agencies: CQA, DRT, and
the Department of Administration (DOA).
While DRT is responsible for enforcing tax laws in Guam and collecting tax revenues, it relies
heavily on CQA for the assessment and upfront collection of Use Tax. CQA is to assess and collect
Use Tax on behalf of DRT pursuant to Title 11 of the Guam Code Annotated (GCA) Chapter 28
§28105. In July 2015, an Inter-Agency Cooperative Agreement amongst DRT, CQA, and DOA
was approved by the agency directors to improve the cooperation and coordination by identifying
each agency’s duties and responsibilities within the collection and adjudication process of the Use
Tax program.
Since CQA is a line agency of GovGuam, it relies on DOA for its accounting, financial reporting,
records management, and cash management. CQA forwards all Use Tax collections to the
Treasurer of Guam (TOG), a division under DOA, and uncollected Use Tax documents (including
assessments) to DRT.
Use Tax Law
The Use Tax assessed a four percent (4%) tax rate on every person who imports into Guam, or
acquires in Guam from any other person, any property for his use or consumption based on the
landed value of such property. Landed value means the greater amount between the insured or fair
market value the item has at the time it arrives on Guam. This is based on industry standards used
to assess items. The taxable property are as follows:
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Property which comes in at the Guam Commercial Port, or any other seaport in Guam;
Property which comes in as freight or unaccompanied baggage at the A. B. Won Pat
International Airport, or any other airport in Guam;
Property which comes in as accompanied baggage at the A. B. Won Pat International
Airport, or any other airport in Guam; and
Construction equipment for the performance of a construction contract.




CQA’s Role – Air Cargo Operations
At the forefront of the island’s ports of entries, CQA assesses Use Tax on incoming cargo at the
commercial port and the international airport. The assessment of Use Taxes is normally performed
upon entry of cargoes and before clearance. However, pursuant to an April 2011 Attorney General
(AG) opinion, Customs Officers may not require air cargoes from importers and freight forwarders
to pay the Use Tax before releasing goods to them for delivery. See Appendix 3 for the AG’s
Opinion on Use Tax.
In 2015, CQA implemented an E-Log System, a database stored in Google sheets that is manually
updated with cargo information such as the date, country of origin, master airway bill (MAWB)
number, and commodity values of the incoming goods. Import information is logged into the
system by Air Cargo personnel as soon as the document review, inspection, and assessment is
completed. The assigned personnel is given specific access and restrictions by the Supervisor on
duty. According to CQA Customs Officer III, incoming cargoes may not be recorded in the E-Log
System if clearances are performed outside normal hours of operations, which is Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Chart 1. CY 2018 Top 5 Countries
for Incoming Cargoes
Other
Japan $150,174,883
9%
$54,798,781
3%

USA
$551,342,646
34%

Singapore
$86,836,838
5%

SOUTH
KOREA
$293,228,100
18%

In Calendar Year (CY) 2018, the Air
Cargo Operations received incoming
cargoes with a $1.6 billion (B) reported
value, covered by 27,211 MAWBs1
containing 273,842 House Airway Bills2
(HAWBs). These incoming cargoes
originated from 123 cities, states, and/or
countries. Of the $1.6B, 99% of cargoes
were valued over $1 million (M) and
originated primarily from: (1) the United
States of America ($551.3M), (2) China
($500.4M), and (3) South Korea
($293.2M). See Chart 1 for CY 2018 top
5 countries for incoming cargoes.

CHINA
$500,364,057
31%

1

A MAWB is issued by the main carrier of goods on receipt of goods from a freight forwarder to deliver as per
agreed terms.
2 A HAWB is issued by a freight forwarder on receipt of goods from shipper agreeing to deliver goods at a
destination.
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Air cargoes are cleared on its arrival day. However, air cargoes that arrive after business hours, weekends, or holidays are cleared on the
next business day. In those instances, clearance services are performed through an off-duty service program paid by the requesting
importer. See Chart 2 for a flowchart of the general process from cargo inspection, clearance, Use Tax assessment, collection, and record
keeping.
Chart 2. Flowchart of General Process for Use Tax Assessment and Collection

According to Clerk III, an agent/taxpayer has a seven (7) day grace period after assessment to make payment either at CQA’s Cashier or
Administrative Office. After the seventh day, the Administrative Office forwards the Use Tax Charge (unpaid) Forms to DRT for
processing.
Use Tax payments can be made upfront at the Cashier or Administrative Office of the Air Cargo Operations on later dates. After Use Tax
payments are inputted into the Transaction Processing System (TPS), the payments and all related documents are transmitted to DOA
Treasurer of Guam (TOG). From there, the documents are forwarded to DRT for record keeping.
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Results of Audit
Our audit of GovGuam’s Use Tax data and processes from October 1, 2016 through December 31,
2018 found significant flaws and deficiencies in its manual processes. This includes the control,
assessment, and recording of incoming cargoes; recording of assessments, exemptions, and
collection of Use Tax; and data interface.
In CY 2018, CQA’s Air Cargo Operations received incoming cargoes worth $1.6B. Without
considering all exemptible cargoes, the Use Tax rate of 4% if collected upfront, could provide
GovGuam approximately $65.5M of Use Tax revenues. However, based on existing laws and
CQA’s professional judgment, GovGuam only collected $136 thousand (K) (or 0.2%) from air
cargo in CY 2018. The deficiencies noted were due to the inadequate oversight, monitoring, and
coordination of its key players—CQA, DRT, and DOA. Specifically, we found:
 Manual recording and assessment of incoming air cargo prone to error;
 DRT backlog in processing Use Tax Forms due to non-prioritization;
 True value of Use Taxes assessed, collected, and receivables is unknown;
 No record of Use Tax exemptions and post-supervisory reviews;
 Manual to no tracking of personal exemptions;
 Lack of independent verification of collections by TOG; and
 Use Tax manual files susceptible to various risks.

Manual Recording and Assessment of Incoming Air Cargo Prone to Errors
In CY 2018, CQA’s Air Cargo Operations manually processed $1.6B worth of incoming cargoes.
With the voluminous and substantial value of incoming domestic and foreign goods, there is a high
risk of revenue leakage in Use Tax and other applicable taxes resulting from escaped or incorrect
assessments.
CQA could not provide our initial request for fiscal year (FY) 2017 E-Log data for incoming
cargoes as electronic and physical FY 2017 data files could not be located. In October 2019, CQA
Customs Officer III confirmed the file was located. While FY 2017 data was subsequently
available, we did not inspect the file as alternative audit procedures excluded FY 2017 in the audit
scope and coverage for testing. CQA must exercise extra care in preserving and ensuring
completeness of its records for an efficient and effective review when needed.
We performed a comparison of the E-Log data versus Use Tax Paid records for August 2018 and
sampled incoming goods valued at $128K. We found:
 Three incoming cargoes valued at $42K (33% of our sample) were not found in the E-Log
records;
 Two incoming cargoes’ MAWB numbers recorded in the E-Log were off by one number;
 One assessment was done 10 days after arrival; and
 One instance where air cargo information was inputted into the E-Log after its assessment.
In addition, we also found an instance where a MAWB’s value was reported in the E-Log
incorrectly, with a difference of $7M. These findings resulted from the manual processes and
reflect the process’ nature of errors and inconsistencies.
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We commend CQA for their due diligence in performing its primary task of inspecting daily
incoming cargoes and assessing Use Taxes on the front end. However, there is a high risk of human
error with its manual processes in handling voluminous manifests and accompanying shipping
documents.
Without an effective system in place (preferably an electronic system) to collect, track, and record
quantities and values of incoming air cargoes, CQA is exposed to risks of unaccounted,
unrecorded, and unassessed incoming cargoes resulting potential revenue leakage. Additionally,
incoming air cargo information could be incomplete, erroneous, and unreliable. Therefore, CQA
should consider moving towards the automation of its processes to help minimize or even eliminate
any flaws and deficiencies.

DRT Backlog in Processing Use Tax Forms Due to Non-Prioritization
As of February 2019, DRT received 16,777 Use Tax Forms from CQA for Use Taxes assessed,
but not paid from FY 2017 to FY 2018. Of the 16,777 Use Tax Forms, 13,588 (81%) Use Tax
Forms were not processed. There were 7,995 unprocessed forms for FY 2018 and 5,593 for FY
2017. DRT should address the 15 Use Tax Forms they were unable to process as these may entail
substantial Use Tax amounts. See Table 1 for the breakdown.
Table 1. Breakdown of Total DRT Use Tax Forms
FY 2017
FY 2018
TOTAL
Processed
Unprocessed
Unable to Process
Total

Count
3,173
5,593
15
8,781

%
36%
63%
0%
100%

Count
1
7,995
0
7,996

%
Count
0%
3,174
100% 13,588
0%
15
100% 16,777

%
19%
81%
0%
100%

The audit scope was limited to FY 2017 to address Objective 3 since FY2018 unpaid Use Tax and
corresponding revenue data was incomplete.
The Business Privilege Tax (BPT) Branch encompasses various taxes including BPT, Hotel
Occupancy Tax (HOT), Tobacco Tax, and Use Tax. As of February 2019, DRT only completed
processing Use Tax Forms for FY 2015 and 2016 due to the lack of manpower. Only one of the
six BPT staff members was tasked to input and process Use Tax Forms into DRT’s Power 7
(AS400) System. According to the Acting BPT Supervisor, DRT prioritizes processing and
collecting other taxes, such as BPT and Tobacco Tax, as these generate significant amounts of
GovGuam’s revenues.
Per GCA §26102(e), the amount of any tax shall be assessed within three years after the return is
filed. After the assessment, §26205 states that DRT is allowed up to 10 years to collect unpaid
taxes due on BPT/Gross Receipts Tax (GRT) returns, which includes Use Tax.
Due to the backlog on processed Use Tax Forms, DRT could not determine the Use Tax amount
due from taxpayers and thus, cannot effectively pursue collection. Additionally, DRT risks its
authority and ability to collect unpaid taxes due to the statute of limitations. We recommend that
DRT Management provide sufficient resources to process Use Tax Forms in order to achieve more
9

timely and accurate Use Tax data and prevent potential revenue losses from overdue accounts that
could be written off.

True Value of Use Taxes Assessed, Collected, and Receivables Unknown
Inability to Interface CQA and DRT’s Systems Resulted in Unrecorded Receivables
DOA’s AS400 reflected a Use Tax receivable of $435K in FY 2018, a $91K decrease from $526K
in FY 2017. The decrease from FY 2017 through FY 2018 may appear that collections have
improved. However, Use Tax receivables were not booked by DOA nor DRT since FY 2016. In
comparison with CQA’s Use Tax Charge record of $1.6M, there is an undetermined amount of
use taxes owed (receivable) that is not recorded in DOA’s books and consolidated in the GovGuam
Financial Statements.
DRT is tasked to identify outstanding and delinquent Use Tax debts and record the Use Tax
receivables based on the Inter-Agency Cooperative Agreement amongst CQA, DRT, and DOA.
However, according to DRT, the Use Tax receivable amount may not be accurate and reliable as
of a given time due to the backlog in processing Use Tax
forms. In addition, DRT’s AS400 data and DOA’s TPS data
do not interface. As a result, the Use Tax receivable amount
for FY 2018 and FY 2019 needs to be reconciled, established,
booked, and consolidated with the GovGuam financial
statements. Therefore, we recommend DRT coordinate with
DOA to establish and book the Use Tax receivable for
consolidation in the GovGuam Financial Statements.
Although DRT maintains a record of receivables, the true
value of Use Tax receivables will not be accurate unless the
three agencies address the issues that hinder the creation and
maintenance of a system that interfaces with CQA’s TPS and
DRT’s AS400 systems to provide relevant, timely, and accurate information.
With the Office of Technology, we recommend that DRT, DOA, and CQA collaborate to address
the existing accounting infrastructure issue to interface the CQA and DRT systems. Interfacing the
Use Tax paid data (with CQA and DOA) and Use Tax owed data (with DRT) will help facilitate
collection, minimize complaints, and ensure accurate reporting of revenues and receivables in the
GovGuam financial statements.
Use Tax Assessment Forms Not Pre-Numbered
The Form UST – Use Tax Form (Use Tax Assessment Forms) issued by CQA to importers or its
agents for assessed incoming cargoes are not pre-numbered. It is the taxpayer’s basis for the
upfront payment to either the CQA Cashier, CQA Administrative Office, or TOG. Pre-numbered
forms help to ensure transactions are recorded and accounted for. As a result, the true amount of
Use Tax revenues and receivables cannot be determined. Therefore, we recommend that a
controlled numbering sequence be incorporated on the Use Tax Assessed Forms to help DRT,
DOA, and CQA in the accountability of the forms issued and aid in reconciling efforts.
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Discrepancies in Use Tax Assessment Data per CQA versus DRT
For FY 2017, CQA reported total Use Tax assessments of $1.8M while DRT’s record showed total
assessments of $1.4M, or a difference of $417K. As of February 2019, DRT has 5,608 unprocessed
Use Tax Charge Forms. See Table 2 below.
Table 2. CQA vs. DRT Use Tax Assessments for FY 2017
Discrepancy in
CQA
DRT
FY 2017

Charge
$ 1,642,395

Paid
$130,356

Assessed
$1,772,751

Assessed
$ 1,355,613

Assessments
$
417,138

Lack of Communication of Use Tax Payments
When Use Taxes are not paid immediately upon clearance, the CQA Administrative Office Clerk
III compiles all Use Tax Charge Forms. After the seven-day payment grace period, the Clerk III
transmits Use Tax assessment documents to DRT for recording and collection.
In our testing of 30 FY 2017 Use Tax Paid Forms, we found that the Clerk III accepted Use Tax
payments from taxpayers/agents up to 68 days after assessment without validating Use Tax Forms
against the original copies as these were in DRT’s custody. In addition, the Clerk III does not
maintain copies of the forms, nor does CQA issue an official receipt to document any payments
received. Payments received for past-assessed Use Taxes are forwarded directly to DOA without
communicating to DRT. Therefore, unless payments are proactively communicated, DRT’s record
of Use Taxes owed could be overstated as TPS-recorded payments are not interfaced with DRT.
According to DRT Management, some Use Tax Forms lack taxpayer/importer’s unique
identification information (i.e., importer/taxpayer’s full name, Social Security Numbers,
Employee Identification Numbers, etc.) which is needed to facilitate a more rapid collection
process. To ensure collection of owed taxes, these taxpayer/business owners are flagged in DRT’s
system and are not allowed to renew their business licenses until all taxes owed are paid.
DRT received complaints from business owners/taxpayers who were assessed and billed for Use
Taxes that were already paid. To reiterate, these instances could have occurred due to:
 DRT’s untimely processing of Use Tax Charge Forms;
 The inability to interface the CQA and DRT systems;
 CQA’s lack of proactive communications on payments received; and
 Insufficient taxpayer’s information on the Use Tax Charge Form.
Without a centralized electronic system in place that is accessible to DRT and CQA, these agencies
continue to spend more time and energy to manually reconcile Use Tax data. Therefore, to resolve
this issue and make collection efficient, we recommend DRT meet with CQA and emphasize the
need for complete, consistent, and accurate taxpayer’s information in Use Tax Assessment Forms.
Importers, freight forwarders, and taxpayers must also be educated in the proper filling up of
required import documents.

No Record of Use Tax Exemptions and Post-Supervisory Reviews
Although CQA has records of the incoming air cargoes, it has insufficient record to document how
much of the daily total incoming cargoes were exempt from Use Tax. We learned that items listed
11

in the cargo manifests without a “UT” mark are exempt from Use Tax. CQA only maintains
separate records of the daily summary of Use Taxes owed and paid. These records were not
consolidated to reflect the total Use Tax assessed daily. Further, there are no summaries of these
exempt and assessed cargoes for the day. Without these daily summaries, CQA and GovGuam
could not determine the daily amount of Use Tax assessed and exempt to evaluate the effectiveness
of its manual assessment processes.
For August 2018, CQA’s Use Tax Charge records showed 206 MAWBs with Use Tax assessments
of $75K for goods valued at $1.9M. Total payments received and recorded amounted to $10K for
total goods valued at $262K. In comparison to the August 2018 E-Log data, only $2.1M of the
$197.9M for incoming goods (or 1%) was assessed Use Taxes. Therefore, about $195.8M (or 99%)
of incoming cargoes were exempt or not assessed. Although these cargoes could be exempt or nonexempt based on guidelines, this could not be determined due to insufficient records.
In our examination of the August and September 2018 manifests, we questioned goods valued at
$42K that were exempt from Use Taxes. There was no indication in the manifests as to the reason
why these items were exempt. CQA Customs Officer III noted that $23K (or 55%) were goods in
transit, $13K (or 31%) were for retail, $4K (or 10%) were charged with Tobacco Tax, and $2K (or
5%) were employee purchases. The employee purchases were identified in the manifests’
descriptions as “uniforms.” However, uniforms purchased by a business are assessed a Use Tax
based on the 2015 Use Tax Guide provided by DRT.
In performing its assessment function and determining exemptions, CQA officers use their
professional judgment based on the June 2015 Use Tax Guide provided by DRT. The Guide
outlines a list of property and taxpayer examples subject to Use Tax assessment or exemption. In
addition, the officers also use their 2015 Use Tax training, DRT’s Use Tax exemption letter, and
the importer/agent’s verbal declaration. Moreover, there has been no additional trainings provided
to CQA officers since 2015.
CQA Supervisors conduct random quality assurance or post-review of cargoes
exempt on a daily basis or when necessary. However, results of the supervisor’s
post-review were not documented. With no documentation, it is difficult to
determine if a review process took place, how often it was conducted,
and the corresponding results. Supervisors should perform
random reviews of exempt cargoes to evaluate and ensure that
exemptions granted by officers are appropriate and must
document those results.
Therefore, we recommend CQA management maintain a record of exemptions and supervisory
reviews. Moreover, we recommend DRT provide updated training to CQA personnel on Use Tax
assessments, exemptions, and the importance of proper documentation.

Manual to No-Tracking of Personal Exemptions
According to 11 GCA §28106(e) Exemptions, Use Tax shall not apply to personal non-business
use or keeping for personal non-business use of any property of $1K value or less, acquired outside
Guam during any one month period, for a maximum of $5K per any given calendar year, by a bona
fide resident of Guam at the time of the acquisition.
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Since Use Tax assessments are dependent upon each CQA officer’s professional judgment,
personal exemptions could be manually tracked or not at all. According to CQA Customs Officer
III, Use Taxes are normally assessed on all goods purchased by a business that is not for resale or
line items valued above $1K because they are easily identifiable. However, he does not assess Use
Taxes on items that are less than $100 over the exemptible amount.
CQA’s Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) does not define a threshold that should be considered
in assessing or not assessing Use Taxes. It also does not outline a process on how to track or
monitor the $1,000 per month or $5,000 per year of personal exemptions granted. The same
taxpayer could essentially import goods that may be listed in different airway bills or shipped at
different times during the month or under different names to circumvent maximum allowable
personal exemptions. To reiterate, without an electronic tracking system in place, the excess over
exempt amounts per taxpayer is difficult to determine. Manual tracking would be cumbersome and
ineffective. Therefore, for better policy guidance, we recommend CQA define a threshold in its
SOP in assessing cargoes subject to personal exemption.
According to Customs Officer III, CQA received funding to procure a Customs Management
Information System (CMIS) in 2017 from the Department of Interior. However, the CMIS was not
procured due to the expiration of funding and resignation of the staff in charge. CQA is currently
in the process of procuring an electronic system with various capabilities to include tracking of
exemptions; Use Tax automated assessments; receipt of all Airway Bills and manifests
electronically; and automatically flags imports that require specific licenses, permits, or
inspections.
As of June 2019, Bill 166-35 was introduced, which would allow GovGuam to collect Use Taxes
on online purchases to enhance revenues. However, even with the possible agreement between
CQA and the U.S. Postal Service, its implementation could be uncertain due to the difficulty of
tracking personal exemptions.
We recommend that CQA management aggressively pursue the acquisition of a CMIS (with
appropriate funding) to minimize, if not eliminate, manual processes that may waste resources due
to inefficient processes and solve all other relevant issues which deprive GovGuam of its true Use
Tax revenue.

Lack of Independent Verification of Collections by DOA
At the end of each workday, the CQA Administrative Clerk and Cashier input Use Tax payments
received into the TPS, create separate Depositor Forms (for TOG), and store the money overnight
in safes. The money is transmitted to TOG by a third party the following business day. TOG
verifies any amount of money received against the Depositor Form totals without verifying which
Use Tax assessments it corresponds to in the TPS. Therefore, there is no independent verification
if the deposited collections tallied with the TPS Use Tax total for the day.
For FY 2017, DOA reported total TPS collections of $129K although $130K was collected based
on CQA’s Air Cargo Operations, record, or a difference of $1K. See Table 3 below.
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Table 3. Use Tax Collected by DOA for FY 2017
DOA
Discrepancy in
CQA
FY 2017

Paid
$ 130,356

Collections
$
129,084

Collections
$
1,272

In our testing of 30 Use Tax Paid Forms, we found three payments of $8K received by the CQA
Administrative Office that could not be verified. CQA Management was unable to provide the Use
Tax forms to verify and support these payments received by the CQA Clerk III. The audit team
looked through the existing files provided and found there were no Use Taxes reported that were
collected on one of the three payment dates. The inability to verify these payments raises further
concerns regarding the completeness of payments transmitted to TOG. CQA Management should
consider further review into these matters as it increases the risk for potential fraud.
In addition, we found that deposits to TOG included amounts CQA received in other fees such as
Custom Inspection Fees. Without an independent verification by DOA of the Use Tax amounts
received versus TPS records, there is a high probability of short or delayed deposits of Use Tax
collections.
To strengthen internal controls within CQA, key management officials should consider the need
to separate control activities related to receipt of payments, custody of monetary collections, and
the recording and accounting operations. Primarily, segregation of duties must be integrated in the
control activities of Use Tax processes to help prevent fraud, waste, and abuse of government
resources. We recommend CQA Management strengthen internal controls on Use Tax payments,
collections, and deposits to prevent potential fraud.
Further, there must be a mechanism adopted in CQA’s process to include TOG’s independent
verification of payments received. Therefore, we recommend that CQA separate Use Tax
collections on a separate Depositor Form from other fees and TOG perform independent
verification of the collections or deposits received from CQA against the TPS records to determine
the completeness of payments.

Other Matters
Use Tax Manual Files Susceptible to Various Risks
One of DRT’s responsibilities is the maintenance and safekeeping of all accounting records on
Use Tax assessments and collections. According to Acting BPT Supervisor, a digital
copy of Use Tax Forms are not kept on file after they are manually inputted
into AS400. Instead, all Use Tax documents are kept and stored in
boxes at DRT’s BPT Branch. The manual assessment of Use Taxes
resulted in the voluminous amount of paperwork that DRT must
retain for a period of eight years.
Paper-based records are exposed to physical threats, such as fire,
floods, and other natural disasters. Once destroyed, the data would be
unrecoverable and could lead to the inability to produce evidence for
potential fraud. Therefore, DRT should consider maintaining and preserving
electronic backup copies of Use Tax information for future needs.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
We commend CQA for its diligence in performing its primary task of inspecting and clearing
incoming cargoes and assessing Use Taxes daily on the front end. However, GovGuam’s Use Tax
data and processes need significant improvements in its manual processes. This includes the
control, assessment, and recording of incoming air cargoes; recording of assessments, exemptions,
and collections; and data interface. With the current manual processes, the voluminous and
substantial value of incoming domestic and foreign goods could increase the risk of revenue
leakage in Use Tax and other taxes resulting from escaped or incorrect assessments.
In CY 2018, CQA’s Air Cargo Operations received incoming air cargoes worth $1.6B, of which
only $136K in Use Taxes were collected. If all incoming air cargoes are assessed and collected
upfront, GovGuam could generate $65.5M in Use Tax revenue.
DRT’s AS400 and DOA’s TPS systems do not interface due to the existing accounting
infrastructure and contribute to the unknown true amount of Use Taxes owed. Additionally, it is
difficult to determine Use Taxes paid, charged, and outstanding due to the lack of communication
amongst CQA, DRT, and DOA, as well as the inability to account for the Use Tax Assessment
forms as they are not pre-numbered and controlled. Consequently, no Use Tax receivable has been
booked and consolidated in the government-wide financial statements since FY 2016.
DRT’s backlog in processing Use Tax Forms contributed to its inefficiency in the collection of
Use Tax. If this condition persists, DRT could risk its authority and ability to collect unpaid taxes
due to the limiting provisions on the statute of limitations.
Use tax exemptions are dependent upon the professional judgment of the inspecting CQA Customs
Officer and to any guidelines and training received. CQA does not maintain a record of exempt
goods, supervisory reviews, and the results of those reviews. As of June 2019, Bill 166-35 was
introduced, which would allow GovGuam to collect Use Taxes on online purchases to enhance
revenues. However, even with the possible agreement between CQA and the U.S. Postal Service,
its implementation could be uncertain due to the difficulty of tracking personal exemptions.
The lack of segregation of duties at CQA and independent verification of Use Tax collections by
DOA contribute to risks of short or delayed deposits. Additionally, paper-based records, if
destroyed, would be unrecoverable when providing evidence to prove potential fraud.
Overall, CQA, DRT, and DOA should collaborate to address the pressing issues in the Use Tax
data and processes. Maintaining a reliable Use Tax database could provide GovGuam the
opportunity to make use of the economic value of the data for its decision-making as well as
maximize its revenue generation efforts.
Therefore, we recommend that:
 DRT Management:
(1) Provide sufficient resources to prioritize processing of Use Tax forms and reduce
backlog.
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(2) Meet with CQA on issues regarding taxpayer’s information on Use Tax Assessment
Forms.
(3) Provide updated Use Tax training to CQA personnel.


CQA Management:
(4) Maintain a record of exemptions and supervisory reviews.
(5) Update SOP to define threshold in assessing cargoes subject to personal exemption
for better policy guidance.
(6) Aggressively pursue the acquisition of a CMIS.
(7) Strengthen internal controls on Use Tax payments, collections, and deposits to
prevent potential fraud.
(8) Separate Use Tax collections from other fees in the Depositor’s Form.



TOG:
(9) Verify Use Tax collections against TPS.



DRT, DOA, and CQA:
(10) DRT coordinate with DOA to establish and book the Use Tax receivable for
consolidation in the GovGuam Financial Statements.
(11) Consult with the Office of Technology on the interface of the CQA and DRT
systems.
(12) Incorporate a control numbering sequence on the Use Tax Assessed Forms.
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Classification of Monetary Amounts
Finding Description

Questioned Potential Unrealized Other Financial
Costs
Savings Revenues
Impact3

1

Manual Recording and Assessment of
Incoming Air Cargo Prone to Error

$-

$-

$-

$-

2

DRT Backlog in Processing Use Tax
Forms Due to Non-Prioritization

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$ 1,642,395

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$ 2,330

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$ 8,297

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$-

$ 10,627

$-

$ 1,642,395

$-

3

True Value of Use Taxes Assessed,
Collected, and Receivable is Unknown
Inability to Interface between CQA
and DRT’s Resulted in Unrecorded
Receivables
Use Tax Assessment Forms Not
Pre-Numbered
Discrepancies in Use Tax
Assessment Data per CQA versus
DRT
Lack of Communication of Use Tax
Payments

4

No Record of Use Tax Exemptions and
Post-Supervisory Reviews

5

Manual to No-Tracking of Personal
Exemptions

6

Lapses in Deposit and Lack of
Independent Verification of Collections

7

3

Use Tax Manual Files Susceptible to
Various Risks
Total

Other financial impact are amounts identified in the audit that do not fit the other categories.
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Management Response and OPA Reply
In December 2019, we transmitted a draft report and met with CQA, DRT, and DOA officials to
discuss our findings and recommendations. During the exit meeting, all three agencies generally
concurred with all of the findings.
See Appendix 4, 5, and 6 for CQA, DRT, and DOA’s management responses, respectively.
The legislation creating the Office of Public Accountability requires agencies to prepare a
corrective action plan to implement audit recommendations, to document the progress of
implementing the recommendation, and to endeavor to complete implementation of the
recommendations no later than the beginning of the next fiscal year. We will contact CQA, DRT,
and DOA to provide the target date and title of the official(s) responsible for implementing the
recommendations.
We appreciate the cooperation given to us by the staff and management of CQA, DRT, and DOA
during this audit.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

Benjamin J.F. Cruz
Public Auditor
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Appendix 1:

Objective, Scope, and Methodology
The objectives for the audit were to determine whether:
(1) Incoming air cargoes were properly recorded, accounted for, and assessed by CQA and
DRT;
(2) Use Tax exemptions were granted in compliance with applicable laws and regulations; and
(3) Use Tax collections and deposits were properly accounted for, recorded, and deposited in
a timely manner.
The scope of our audit was from October 1, 2016 through December 2018. Our review included
Use Tax Paid and Charge Forms, including the accompanying manifests, airway bills, and
invoices. We also conducted our analyses using Use Tax data provided by DRT through AS400,
and CQA and DOA through the TPS.

Methodology
The methodology included the review of pertinent laws, rules and regulations, policies and
procedures, and other relevant documents pertaining to CQA, DRT, and DOA’s management and
processes of the Use Tax Program. The work was carried out primarily at our office and CQA’s
Air Cargo Operations in Tiyan, Guam.
We also:
(1) Researched hotline tips and similar audit reports with the same topic.
(2) Conducted interviews and walkthroughs with CQA, DRT, and DOA officials (Customs
Officer III, Administrative Clerk, Acting BPT Director, Taxpayer Services Administrator,
Treasurer of Guam, and Assistant Treasurer of Guam), to gain an understanding of the Use
Tax processes for incoming air cargo through CQA’s Air Cargo Operations.
(3) Obtained Use Tax data including: Use Tax Receivable from DRT, Use Tax Revenue from
DOA, and Use Tax Assessed (Paid and Charged) from CQA.
(4) Obtained E-Log data to determine total incoming air cargo for CY 2018.
(5) Identified pertinent law and rules and regulations as audit criteria.
(6) Selected and tested:
a. A combination of 24 samples (Use Taxes assessed) and another six (via the E-Log) to
satisfy Objective 1.
b. Two samples of manifests selected to satisfy Objective 2 on exemptions.
c. 30 samples (15 Use Taxes paid and accepted by the Cashier and 15 received by the
Administrative Office) were randomly selected throughout FY 2017.
(7) Inquired or interviewed CQA, DRT, and DOA staff on matters requiring clarification on
our testing results.
Our audit was conducted in accordance with the standards for performance audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings
and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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Appendix 2:

Prior Audit Coverage
OPA Report 15-01: Government of Guam (GovGuam) Use Tax Exemptions and Collections
(Issued in March 2015)
The OPA concluded CQA’s record management process, use tax exemption processes, and its
system of internal controls (checks and balances) for managing and recording use tax collections
need improvement. Specifically:
 Valuable sources of economic data needs to be assessed and better maintained;
 Better record keeping is needed to ensure completeness of incoming cargo documentation;
 Oversight and guidance are needed to ensure use tax exemptions are made in accordance
with the law; and
 Controls need to be established to ensure use tax collections deposits are properly
accounted for, recorded, and deposited in a timely manner.
OPA Report 14-02: Government of Guam Use Tax
(Issued in April 2014)
The GovGuam use tax process is problematic and in need of significant improvements. As a result,
there is a high probability of lost revenues for GovGuam and susceptibility to fraud, waste, and
abuse due to non-assessment and improper exemptions of use tax. These conditions occurred
because there is no GovGuam agency who is fully responsible for reviewing, monitoring,
reconciling, or collecting Use Tax. Specifically:
 Total amount of use tax assessments and collections is unknown;
 No GovGuam agency is collecting outstanding receivables, which according to DOA’s
records have accumulated to $4.9M in FY 2013. These receivables are not recorded in
DRT’s system; and
 There is no documentation to support that use tax exemptions are granted in accordance
with law.
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Appendix 3:

Page 1 of 5

AG’s Opinion on Use Tax
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Appendix 3:

Page 2 of 5

AG’s Opinion on Use Tax
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Appendix 3:

Page 3 of 5

AG’s Opinion on Use Tax
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Appendix 3:

Page 4 of 5

AG’s Opinion on Use Tax
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Appendix 3:

Page 5 of 5

AG’s Opinion on Use Tax
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Appendix 4:

Page 1 of 3

CQA Management Response
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Appendix 4:

Page 2 of 3

CQA Management Response
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Appendix 4:

Page 3 of 3

CQA Management Response
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Appendix 5:

Page 1 of 2

DRT Management Response
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Appendix 5:

Page 2 of 2

DRT Management Response
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Appendix 6:

Page 1 of 2

DOA Management Response
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Appendix 6:

Page 2 of 2

DOA Management Response
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Appendix 7:

Page 1 of 2

Status of Audit Recommendations
No.
1

Addressee
DRT Director

Audit Recommendation
Provide sufficient resources to
prioritize processing of Use Tax
forms and reduce backlog.

Status
OPEN

Action Required
Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

2

DRT Director

Meet with CQA on issues regarding
taxpayer’s information on Use Tax
Assessment Forms.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

3

DRT Director

Provide updated Use Tax training
to CQA personnel.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

4

CQA Director

Maintain a record of exemptions and
supervisory reviews.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

5

CQA Director

Update SOP to define threshold in
assessing cargoes subject to
personal exemption for better
policy guidance.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

6

CQA Director

Aggressively pursue the acquisition
of a CMIS.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.
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Appendix 7:

Page 2 of 2

Status of Audit Recommendations
No.
7

Addressee
CQA Director

Audit Recommendation
Strengthen internal controls on Use
Tax payments, collections, and
deposits to prevent potential fraud.

Status
OPEN

Action Required
Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

8

CQA Director

Separate Use Tax collections from
other fees on the Depositor’s Form.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

9

DOA-TOG

Verify Use Tax collections against
TPS.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

10

DRT and DOA
Directors

DRT coordinate with DOA to
establish and book the Use Tax
receivable for consolidation in the
GovGuam Financial Statements.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

11

CQA, DRT, and
DOA Directors

Consult with the Office of
Technology on the interface the
CQA and DRT systems.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

12

CQA, DRT, and
DOA Directors

Incorporate a control numbering
sequence on the Use Tax Assessed
Forms.

OPEN

Please provide target date
and title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.
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MISSION STATEMENT
To ensure public trust and good governance in the Government of Guam,
we conduct audits and administer procurement appeals,
with objectivity, professionalism, and accountability.

VISION
The Government of Guam is a model for good governance
with OPA leading by example as a model robust audit office.

CORE VALUES
Objectivity: To have an independent and impartial mind.
Professionalism: To adhere to ethical and professional standards.
Accountability: To be responsible and transparent in our actions.

REPORTING FRAUD, WASTE, AND ABUSE






Call our HOTLINE at 47AUDIT (472-8348)
Visit our website at www.opaguam.org
Call our office at 475-0390
Fax our office at 472-7951
Or visit us at Suite 401, DNA Building in Hagåtña

All information will be held in strict confidence.

